23
In spite of the strong interest in brain-like or neuromorphic computation, relatively few 24 devices have emerged whose neuromorphic behavior is embedded in the hardware itself and 25 not reliant on external programming of synaptic weights. We describe here a neuromorphic 26 device based on a TiO2 nanowire that exhibits an associative memory response to the time 27 correlation between voltage and optical stimuli. Memristive characteristics are also observed 28 with current-voltage sweeps showing hysteresis loops and continuum resistance levels. The 29 nanowire device responds to heterogeneous voltage and optical pulse stimuli with spike-like 30 neuromorphic outputs. Moreover, uncorrelated pulses produce a weak response, consistent 31 with the interaction of coincident pulses with adsorbed and bulk oxygen in the surface 32 depletion region, leading to a nonlinear enhancement in conductance. The strength of this 33 learned enhancement depends on the both the time correlation and number of pulse stimuli, 34 consistent with spike timing dependent plasticity. The nanowire devices presented have neural 35
synapse-like properties that could serve as a building block for neuromorphic computation. 36 37
Introduction 38 39
The human brain's ability to temporally associate multiple complex stimuli is a key 40 requirement for neuromorphic learning. [1, 2] Although many biologically-inspired silicon-based 41 technologies have reproduced basic sensory functions from sight to hearing, [3, 4] mimicking 42 neural cognition and functionality in silicon has thus far relied on externally-set weighted 43 outputs to demonstrate learning, an approach which suffers from large device footprints, 44 memory-computation lag and high power consumption. [5] [6] [7] In an ideal neuromorphic device, 45 the synaptic weights between elements are modulated by electrical pulses from neighboring 46 devices and sensitive to a range of heterogeneous stimuli. These synaptic weights are 47 strengthened when pulses arrive at nearly the same time which produces a phenomenon known 48 as spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) and which leads to learning. [2] Recent studies 49 seeking to emulate this behavior have focused on an emerging class of resistance switching 50 devices called memristors, whose non-volatile continuum conductance states closely imitate 51 the analog response of individual biological synapses. [8] [9] [10] [11] Neuromorphic hardware based on 52 ionic channels and resistive switching materials has also been shown to emulate synaptic weight 53 augmentation in response to external stimuli. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] However, the devices reported to date 54 respond to just a single type of stimulus, namely voltage pulses. [15] 
55
Here we show associative, time-dependent correlation between voltage and optical pulses in 56 a nanoscale neuromorphic device comprised of an Au-contacted TiO2 nanowire. The observed 57 behavior is similar to synaptic weight augmentation, but for physically heterogeneous stimuli, 58 demonstrating novel associative memory not previously shown for memristive devices. 59
Uncorrelated stimuli produce a weak electrical response, while coincident stimuli create a 60 temporary modification of the device properties that leads to an enhanced conductance. The 61 enhancement level depends on the time correlation and number of pulse stimuli, emulating 62 STDP and demonstrating neuromorphic learning in a solid state device. This device has the 63 potential to broaden not only the memristor concept but also to form a novel neuromorphic 64 hardware platform sensitive to multiple physically dissimilar stimuli, and which may also have 65 applications in optoelectronic computation. [16, 17] 66 67
Results and Discussion 68 69
The response of single TiO2 nanowire devices to voltage and optical pulse stimuli was studied 70 using the experimental setup in Figure 1a . As previously shown, the device is initially activated 71 by applying a large voltage (typically +10 V) until the current attains a steady-state value to 72 create a steady state population of charged dopants at the Au-TiO2 interface that facilitates 73 charge injection into the wire.
[18]
The magnitude of charge injection is modulated by the 74 population of oxygen vacancies at the metal interface lowering the tunneling barrier. The effect 75 produces a memristive diode-like response linked directly to the history of voltage pulses 76 applied to the device. The current response to a half-wave sinusoidal voltage input is shown in 77 have also displayed evolving conductance levels in response to a repeated voltage pulse 81 stimulus, tunable memory levels, and a unique reset state. [18] An important aspect of the device 82 operation is the presence of a threshold for the onset of current rectification in either direction. 83
This occurs below ±3 V and is highlighted in the inset of Figure 1c 2) pA, demonstrates that there is a nonlinear increase in current and total charge (87 pC ≠ (14 116 + 6 X 2) pC) during coincident pulses. This enhancement is observed over many devices and is 117 likely due to a modification of the material properties, as discussed below. 118
We now show that the degree of modification depends on the number and time correlation of 119 the pulse stimuli. This sensitivity to time correlation, even for heterogeneous stimuli, is strikingly similar to the 131 STDP phenomenon found in biological systems, [19] and that reported earlier for homogeneous 132 voltage impulses in memristors. [8, 20] In contrast to biological systems, however, we do not 133 observe inhibition when the order of the stimuli is reversed 134
We now explore the response of the device to probe pulses (optical and voltage) after the 135 device has experienced different numbers of coincident pulses. and optical pulses produce a very modest response. The response to the first coincident pulse 139 is strong, but significantly the response to subsequent voltage and optical probe pulses (i.e. after 140 the coincident pulse) are also strengthened, similar to neural short term plasticity. [21] Crucially, 141 each additional coincident pulse produces a growing response and is followed by an enhanced 142 response to the subsequent voltage and optical probe pulses. These data are consistent with a 143 learning behavior in which the device output grows following each coincident pulse. The 144 enhanced response to the subsequent voltage and optical probe pulses, the levels of which are 145
shown at the bottom of Figure 4a , demonstrates short-term associative memory -an effect 146 observed in all fabricated devices. 147
Mechanism 148
The time correlated enhancement in the device performance can be understood from the 149 known properties of TiO2 and its interaction with light. [22, 23] We begin by considering the 150 band alignment across the single nanowire device structure as shown in Figure 1a our device structure (see Figure 1 ) it is likely that most of the liberated O2 via reaction (1) 175 remains trapped at the Au-TiO2 interface where it can in turn recombine with photogenerated 176 electrons via reaction (2). Thus the electrode-nanowire interface is an effective region for 177 recombination of photogenerated electron-hole pairs. This can be iunderstood by considering 178 the Schottky barrier hieight and width under diufferent bias conditions. For the forward-179 biased Schottky barrier configuration considered here, the effective barrier height and the 180 depletion width decrease as the voltage is increased. [34] We therefore suggest that the large 181 band bending and broad depletion width present under low bias favours the recombination of 182 photogenerated carriers by sweeping holes towards the surface to react with O2-produced by 183 the adsorption of O2 with photogenerated electrons. This recombination process is suppressed 184 at higher applied biases and hence is responsible for the short term enhancement in 185 conductivity to coincident voltage and optical stimuli, which was observed in all devices. 186
Repeated coincident stimuli result in a steady build-up in the population of photogenerated 187 carriers resulting in the learning response described in Figure 4a . 188
The role of adsorbed oxygen at the metal/nanowire interface for the nonlinear conduction 189 enhancement mechanism and persistence with time can also be explored by the introduction 190 of a device capping layer. Repeating the same experiment as described in Figure 2b 
Experimental Section 237
TiO2 nanowire devices were fabricated as reported previously using UV lithography, spray 238 deposition and e-beam lithography. profound impact on photogenerated current lifetime and the overall current levels produced 387 by the device relative to the uncapped device, increasing the long term memory effect in 388 response to pulse stimuli (2 V holding bias, pulse Δ0.75). 389 
Therefore, assuming no change in material properties, the coincident pulse response should be 449 the sum of the measured independent voltage and the optical pulse responses shown in Figure  450 2b of the main text. The factor ∆ / is scaled to the voltage pulse ΔV as the 451 additional photocurrent conventionally increases at higher voltage. However even when the 452 photocurrent is scaled to the voltage pulse level as estimated to be a factor of ~2 based on the 453 data in Figure 1b The associative memory enhancement effect demonstrated in the present device is volatile. 463
After multiple coincident pulses normal current level responses to voltage pulse stimuli are 464 recovered after a period of 300-400 s. This is demonstrated in Figure S1 , which shows a device 465 with 5-20 coincident pulses applied to it prior to holding a bias of 2.75 V for an extended period. 466
The 2.75 V bias (red trace) is applied to the device to reveal the fall in current levels more 467 clearly over time. In all cases it takes approximately 300-400 s after the training coincident 468 pulses are applied before the current levels reach normal levels similar to those without 469 coincident pulses applied. The measured half-life (time taken for the enhanced current 470 magnitude to drop by half the its initial value following the coincident pulses) of the memory 471 association effect is indicated for each data and reveal that the memory persistence decreases 472 as the current magnitude increases. This volatility stems from the recombination of atmospheric 473 oxygen and charge carriers generated during the coincident pulse stimulus. At greater current 474 magnitude and therefore higher charge concentration at the device interface the rate of 475 recombination is accelerated. Currents normalised and plotted on a log scale, the divergence from a straight line single 490 exponential decay becomes more apparent for larger numbers of applied coincident pulses. 491
492
The decay in persistent current levels does not fit a simple exponential decay for standard 493 persistent photocurrent recombination. In Figure S2 (a) the decay in the current after the 494 coincident pulses are applied are mapped onto a single plot. The rapid decrease in current at 495 higher current levels seems to support a more complicated bi-exponential decay with fast and 496 slow time constants. In Figure S2 (b) the current decay is normalized and plotted on a 497 logarithmic scale. If the decay was purely exponential these data would follow a straight line, 498 however we observe a clear shift in linearity as the number of coincident pulses applied to the 499 device increases. 500 501 502 503 504 505 Figure S4 . An optical pulse applied while the device is under vacuum (10 -6 torr) results in a 506 much longer decay than the same measurement under atmosphere (see Figure S1 ), again 507 implicating surface oxygen reactions. The holding bias voltage was 5 V which accounts for the 508 larger photocurrent than was observed at a 2 V holding bias. NO data on simultaneous pulsing 509 in vacuum??? 510 511 512
